In this work we propose a novel algorithm for wavelet based image compression with very low memory requirements. The wavelet transform is performed progressively and we only require that a reduced number of lines from the original image be stored at any given time. The result of the wavelet transform is the same as if we were operating on the whole image, the only di erence being that the coe cients of di erent subbands are generated in an interleaved fashion. We begin encoding the (interleaved) wavelet coe cients as soon as they become available. We classify each new coe cient in one of several classes, each corresponding to a di erent probability model, with the models being adapted on the y for each image. Our scheme is fully backward adaptive and it relies only on coe cients that have already been transmitted. Our experiments demonstrate that our coder is still very competitive with respect to similar state of the art coders, such as 1, 2]. Note that schemes based on zerotrees or bitplane encoding basically require the whole image to be transformed (or else have to be implemented using tiling). The features of the algorithm make it well suited for a low memory mode coding within the emerging JPEG2000 standard.
Introduction
One of the main reasons to use linear transforms (wavelets, DCT, etc) in image coding is the removal of the existing correlation between neighboring pixels. While wavelet transforms, as demonstrated by recent tests within the JPEG 2000 standardization process, seem to have a somewhat better performance (both due to the transform and to the better data structures they enable), traditionally the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has been the most widely used in image and video coding applications. A number of reasons explain the continued popularity of the DCT. In particular, very e cient implementations have been studied for a number of years 3] and its block based operation makes it easy to parallelize the computation. Another important reason for the DCT dominance is the fact that DCT-based schemes do not have very high memory requirements. E ectively, a JPEG coder can operate having a single (or a few) 8x8 pixel blocks in memory at any given time.
By comparison, e cient implementations of the wavelet transform have received less attention. The coding results for wavelet based coders have recently outperformed DCT based coders but still none of the proposed algorithms can operate in reduced memory mode except by tiling the input image and running the encoder separately on each tile. While tiling is attractive in its simplicity, it also has the drawback of introducing blocking artifacts, as well as reducing the coding e ciency if the tiles are small. Our motivation in this paper is to study wavelet based coders which enable a low memory implementation and to demonstrate that this mode of operation can be supported without signi cant loss in coding performance. For example DCT implementations may require that only a stripe of the image be bu ered, where the size of the stripe is typically eight lines. If the image data is received by the encoder line by line, the size of the bu er needed is only 8 X where X is the width of the image and thus memory requirements increase only with the width of the image (rather than the total size). This is very attractive for the compression of very large images acquired from scanners, and for the printout of images, as needed for example in the facsimile industry 4]. Our goal is to design wavelet coders with similar characteristics in terms of memory.
The memory requirements of all state of the art wavelet based algorithms 1, 2, 5] are typically of the order of the size of the input image (or the input tile, if tiling is performed). The whole image is bu ered in memory, a wavelet transform is computed and then manipulation of the wavelet coe cients is done based on the assumption that the encoder has access at any given time to every pixel of the original or the transformed image 1 . Current algorithms can operate with reduced memory through tiling, but obviously this will also result in a degradation of the coding performance.
Our proposed algorithm operates in one pass and it requires only a small portion of the image to be available to start coding. Its e ciency for compression can be compared to other state of the art algorithms such as 1, 2, 5], with di erences in performance of around 0:5dB. The price to be paid at this point is the loss of the embedding property, but clearly that should not be a factor if memory at the encoder or decoder is a premium.
The algorithm is based on a progressive implementation of a generic wavelet transform. Instead of performing, as is usually done, a wavelet transform on all rows and then on all columns, we propose to compute the transform one line at a time. When a new line is received, the wavelet transform in the horizontal direction can be computed right away. Then, when a su cient number of lines (given the lter size and desired number of decompositions in the vertical direction) has been received we can start computing the wavelet transform on the vertical direction. At this point we start generating coe cients from each of the wavelet subbands in an interleaved fashion. This not only allows limited memory operation it can also lead to adding other features. For example lters can be changed for each line in the image. Also, it may be possible to detect that certain lines have characteristics di erent from those of natural images (for example in a compound document some regions will contain scanned text) and the ltering itself may be turned o , so that grayscale regions and bilevel regions are treated di erently as in 7] . As soon as wavelet coe cients are computed they are quantized with a simple uniform quantizer and transmitted. Context based adaptive entropy coding analogous to the one used in 1] is implemented, with the only major di erence being that the coder does not have access to any global information about the image or the subbands, and thus several adjustments have to be made.
The paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 we describe the details of our low memory implementation of the wavelet transform, and analyze the memory requirements of the algorithm. The encoding process is described in Section 3, where we also discuss the adjustments made to accommodate a low memory operation. Coding results are given in Section 4, along with conclusions and ideas for future extensions.
Line-by-Line Wavelet Transform Implementation
Consider an image of size Y X where X is the size in pixels of each line and Y is the number of lines. We assume that the image is received by the encoder line by line. In what follows we indicate all the bu er sizes in terms of number of lines (i.e. a bu er of size B can store B lines). The basic idea is to perform part of the transformation after each line is received. In this paper we consider a dyadic wavelet decomposition with 5 levels along the horizontal direction. The lters used are of length 7 and 9 for the high pass and the low pass analysis lters respectively. We denote the maximum lter length by L and we only consider odd length lters, L = 2S + 1. Symmetric extension is used on the boundaries of each line, so no extra high frequencies are introduced. The one dimensional transform can be implemented e ciently without signi cant memory overhead.
The novelty of our work comes from the introduction of a progressive process to perform the vertical ltering in the wavelet transform. Refer to gure 1 and let i be the i-th input line. When each line is received, ltering along the horizontal direction is performed rst (in our case with ve levels of decomposition) and the resulting wavelet coe cients are stored in memory.
At the beginning of the coding process, we receive input lines, perform the horizontal decomposition and store the results in a bu er of size L = 9. Then when the S+1 = 5 th line is received we can perform a symmetric extension inside the bu er, so the bu er is full, i.e., it contains L lines and we can start ltering in the vertical direction since the length of the lters is nine 2 . For one level of decomposition the rst output line will have low pass information and the second will have high pass information. When using more than one level of decomposition we will have more than two subbands. In general if we use N levels of decomposition, the lines that are multiples of 2 N have low pass information in the vertical direction, for the remaining lines the following are true: line i belongs to level n if it is multiple of 2 n but not multiple of 2 n+1 , we start counting from zero for the number of levels, viz: level 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N ? 1, (refer to gure 1 for details of a three level decomposition). lter sizes are 7 and 9 tap for high pass and low pass channels. The horizontal position for each block (line) represents the time at which it is available. Thus we can see that the rst output line line is produced at time 28. We do not consider the memory needed for context modeling in this gure. The three bu ers of size nine are for ltering, and the two queues of size 4 and 12 are used for bu ering the high pass lines, for levels 1 and 0 respectively, so that they can be interleaved at the output and memory at the decoder can be reduced.
Assume we have performed a one level decomposition in an image, half of the output lines will have low pass information and the other half will have high pass information in the vertical direction. If we want to continue with a second level of decomposition, the low pass lines from the rst level need to go in an other bu er of size L so we will need to wait till this new bu er is full before we start ltering. There is a clear trade-o between the number of levels of decomposition in the vertical direction and the memory requirements. Adding a second level of decomposition requires an output bu er (queue) to store the high pass from the rst level. The high pass lines from the rst level are made available as soon as we start ltering for the rst level, but this is not the case for lines from higher levels. We need to wait till we start ltering in the higher levels, so if we transmit lines as soon as they are made available we will end up with segments of consecutive lines from the same band. There is a need for an output queue at the encoder side as well as the decoder side, for the sole purpose of synchronization of the lines. We can skip the output queue for the high pass lines and transmit every line the rst time it is made available, but this will give rise to further bu ering on the decoder side. Our strategy tries to keep encoder and decoder symmetric in terms of the wavelet transform, and the bu er sizes. From this point on we keep reading new lines, perform horizontal and vertical transformation on the input lines, and send output lines to the quantizer side of the encoder.
It is important to note that for a given choice of transform ( lters and levels of decomposition) our approach yields the same transform coe cients as the usual method which is based on separable ltering of the complete image The only di erence here is the reduced memory requirements and the fact that the wavelet coe cients are interleaved, rather than grouped by subband. This will condition the way the encoder performs quantization and entropy coding, as will be discussed in Section 3.
The memory requirements of the algorithm depend on the length L, of the lters, the width X, of the image and also the levels N, in the decomposition. Suppose the lter length is L = 9. In this case we need to bu er nine lines of the image, in order to perform a one level decomposition in the vertical direction. Suppose we want to go further to a second level of decomposition, we will then need two bu ers of size nine, one for each level of decomposition. So the bu er size for ltering, T F , is proportional to the number of levels N in the decomposition, T F = N(2S + 1) = NL.
If we take into account both encoder and decoder bu ers, since there is some delay between the acquisition of the high pass and low pass data, we also need another bu er of size S(2 n ?1) for each level after the rst in both encoder and decoder, where n is the level number. Additional bu ers are needed for context selection as described in section 3, we need two lines of bu ering for each subband, for the case of N level decomposition we need T C = P N i=0 2 = 2N+2 lines. T F ; T D ; T C together give us the total memory size T needed for both wavelet decomposition and coding. T = T F +T D +T C = S(2 N +N?1)+3N+2. Figure 2 gives us the increase in the memory size needed, with respect to the number of levels in the decomposition.
Generally speaking more levels of decomposition tend to result in better performance, up to some limit as seen in gure 3(a). The wavelet transform in the horizontal direction does not require any extra bu ering, and thus several levels of decomposition can be accommodated without additional memory requirements. However ltering in the vertical direction does require some additional bu ering if we assume that data are made available on a line by line basis. Thus if memory is a very strict constraint it might be necessary to limit the levels of vertical decomposition to say, two or three. The performance with only two levels of vertical decomposition may be reasonable if some form of decorrelation is applied to the low pass subband (for example a simple DPCM algorithm). Also if we want to use many levels, and we want to avoid the increased memory requirements, we can change the length of the lters in each level.
Coding
From the coding point of view, a drawback in our approach is the fact that we do not have access to global information, e.g. the whole transformed image or even a complete subband, since all the subbands are generated progressively. Thus we cannot make use of global statistics as for example in 1], and can only resort to online adaptation. We tackle this problem by using a single uniform quantizer in all the subbands, for all the coe cients of the decomposition. Our quantization is thus extremely simple. To achieve some coding gain we resort to the powerful tool of context modeling. Based on a few past coe cients within the same subband 3 , we classify each new coe cient into one of several classes. The number of classes is prede ned and the classes are the same in all subbands. Using the same classes in all the subbands is helpful in adapting the models in each class very fast. Even though using the same classes throughout the image seems a very simplistic scheme, the results are very encouraging. Intuitively, we characterize the distributions conditioned on a particular type of neighborhood (e.g., high energy vs low energy) and the resulting models seem to be very similar from subband to subband (i.e. the same probability distribution can be expected if the neighborhood has high energy, regardless of the subband.)
For each subband we need to keep in memory the past two lines for use in context modeling, as seen in gure 4. Thus when we encode a certain coe cient we also have access to past neighbors from the same band and these neighbors are used for context modeling as follows: Letŷ = P M?1 i=0 i jx i j, where all the weights i are xed and are inversely proportional to the distance betweenx i and our current coe cient. Thê x i 's are the past quantized coe cients in the same band. Based on the statisticŷ we classify the coe cient to be transmitted x, into one of several classes. To each class there corresponds a certain probability model which is used by an arithmetic coder. All these models are kept up to date in both encoder and decoder based on the transmitted data and no side information needs to be transmitted. The problem of classi cation based on the values of the statisticŷ is also very important in the algorithm's performance. We use the technique introduced in 1], which quantizesŷ with quantization intervals increasing exponentially as we go further away from zero. Values ofŷ = 0 lead to a special class. This is very important since after quantization it is highly likely that there will be many zeros in smooth areas, especially if the wavelet transform did a good job in de-correlating the input data. The number of di erent classes used was xed to M = 12.
-Past pixels used for modeling -Past pixels not in use -Next pixels -Current pixel n -n + dn + 2d - Figure 4 : Context modeling. For each subband in the vertical direction, we have a memory of two lines. Thus based on the previous 2 lines and the past data in the same line we compute a number,ŷ. This number will help us determine the class to which our current coe cient belongs. Notice that the spacing d depends on the subband, and all the coe cients in the gure belong to the same subband.
Due to the lack of global information it is no longer possible (as required in 1]) to know the maximum and minimum values of the wavelet coe cients in each class, or in each subband. One approach is to assume the maximum possible dynamic range, and use large enough models i.e. models with su ciently large number of bins. In this way we have a large enough dynamic range to cover all the values that need to be encoded but adaptation is likely to be slow. The other approach is to use escape symbols, i.e. we have a special symbol to indicate we have exceeded the maximum possible value.
If this is the case we follow the transmission of the special symbol by the transmission of the value in excess of the maximum value in the codeword. In other words we use a small alphabet which includes an escape symbol, if our coe cient belongs to this small alphabet we do transmit it, if not we transmit the escape symbol, and we then transmit the coe cient using di erent codebook. For example, let us say we want to transmit values in the range 0 to 1023, i.e. the size of the codebook is 1024. We can instead use a codebook of size 9 = 8 + 1 with eight symbols corresponding to some value and one representing the escape character. If our wavelet coe cient happens to be represented by a number in the range 0 ? 7 we transmit this number, if not we transmit 8 and we follow with the transmission of the coe cient.
Since wavelet coe cients tend to be very small it is unlikely that we will have to transmit the escape character very often. Adapting the probabilities for the \small" codebook is important and can be done fast. The codebook of larger size will be used less frequently since it represents most of the data that will be transmitted, and in fact the symbols could even be sent without entropy coding, without much compromise in performance. There is a question as to how much we should \shrink" the codebook, or what portion of the initial codebook we should use. We have two con icting requirements, we do not want to transmit the escape character too often but we also do not want to have a large codebook for the rst transmission. We can associate a boundary to the class where each coe cient falls according to the context modeling, classes with high energy need the boundary shifted to the right, classes with small energy (lots of zeros) need the boundary shifted to the left. We need to select the boundary in a way that the probability of a coe cient falling above this bound is very small while at the same time the range on the left hand side is small enough, in order to gain in terms of coding. Our scheme of using two codebooks and an escape symbol has certain similarities to the Golomb/Rice encoding and thus the threshold selection can be formalized in a similar manner 8]. Also the structure of the coder makes it suitable for the use of Golomb/Rice codes, which will result in signi cant complexity reductions. Further study in this direction is under way.
The majority of the wavelet coe cients will be zero, depending on the bit rate at which we are working. Whenever we run across a zero we enter run length mode and we encode the length of the run of zeros, this speeds up the coder, instead of encoding for example 512 zeros we send the length of the run of zeros encountered. For the entropy coding of the length of the runs of zeros we do not use any context modeling, instead we use an adaptive arithmetic coder. By experiments we have found that context modeling does not help in entropy coding the length of runs of zeros. However at very low rates the introduction of run length coding gives us a signi cant speed advantage. Goldhill and Bike, the last image is part of the test images for JPEG2000. We used ve levels of vertical decomposition with 7-9 tap. The results for reference 2] correspond to 10-18 tap lters.
Our results are always better than baseline JPEG, and outperform in some cases the zero-tree algorithms in their basic form, but they cannot outperform schemes such as 1]. Table 1 is given for comparisons. In gure 3(b) we compare the algorithm in this paper with the one in 1] using tiling for the image Bike. Our algorithm requires 87 lines of bu ering while the tile size for the algorithm in 1] is 128. Both algorithms require almost the same amount of main memory but our algorithm is much faster since it does not require any rate distortion selection, (the lters used are again 7-9 tap biorthogonal in both cases). Our current algorithm outperforms the one in 1] at low rates, at higher rates the results are not as good but are still competitive, the reason for the dependence of the performance on the rate is that in this work we do not consider any kind of optimization in quantization or entropy coding, our objective is speed and simplicity. Also our algorithm does not introduce any blocking artifacts, since not tiling is used. Note that we do not use any sophisticated quantizer, we do not perform any kind of rate distortion encoding and there is no training involved in any stage of the design of the algorithm, the only parameter of the algorithm is the quantization step size . By varying the quantization step size we have control over the PSNR, P SNR 10 log 2 12MAX 2 4 . The algorithm demonstrates that serial processing of the image data might be an interesting alternative to other existing algorithms which require the bu ering of the whole image. The coder does not outperform the state of the art coders, but is competitive at a fraction of the required memory. It can be proposed as a mode in the new standard JPEG2000 for the compression of large images, with low memory requirements.
